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Introduction

The Portuguese employment law framework is generally known for its high degree of 
employment protection, mainly because dismissal at will is forbidden by the Portuguese 
Constitution. The general understanding of an employment relationship is that it is 
long term. However, in practice, employees face labour market segmentation because 
employers, despite accepting a certain degree of risk, tend to use alternative forms of 
employment to provide for their staffing needs, such as fixed-term contracts, temporary 
agency work, independent contractors and outsourcing of services.

Most of the relevant regulations are consolidated in the Labour Code (Law No. 7/2009 of 12 
February 2009) (LC). Several other laws regulate important issues, such as those relating 
to parenthood protection (Decree-Law 91/2009 of 9 April 2009), occupational accidents 
and sickness (Law No. 98/2009 of 4 September 2009) and occupational health and safety 
(Law No. 102/2009 of 10 September 2009). There are special regulations in respect of 
employment relationships within the civil service and the public sector.

Judicial litigation and the application of administrative fines are handled by labour courts, 
which are part of the system of ordinary courts, but with a specialised competence. This 
specialisation led to the creation of specific labour divisions within the higher courts: the 
social divisions of the appeal courts and of the Supreme Court of Justice.

The main authority responsible for inspecting and enforcing the labour legislation is 
the Working Conditions Authority (ACT), which undertakes the duties of the Labour 
Inspectorate. Social security matters are handled by the Social Security Institute under the 
supervision of the Ministry of Employment and Social Solidarity. Another relevant public 
agency is the Commission for Equality in Labour and Employment (CITE), which focuses 
on matters relating to equality and non-discrimination between women and men, and the 
protection of parental rights.

Year in review

In 2023, there were several changes in the law that are relevant from an employment 
standpoint. In May 2023, a comprehensive change to the LC entered into force, most 
notably those included in the Decent Work Agenda.

Highlights of the main changes are as follows:

1. telework: a fixed payment may be agreed upon to compensate the employee for 
expenses of additional utilities. This payment is tax exempt up to a limit established 
in Ordinance 292-A/2023, of 29 September 2023;

2. increase of the information duty placed on employers to cover such matters as 
individual right to vocational training, social protection scheme, formal requirements 
to be observed by the employer and the employee for the termination of the contract, 
arrangements applicable in the case of overtime work and shift work;

3. trial period: the employer must inform the employee on the length and conditions of 
the trial period; in some circumstances, the trial period may be reduced on account 
of the candidate's previous employment;
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4. absences: compassionate leave increases from five to 20 consecutive days. If 
the employee's spouse dies, then the employee will be able to request, under a 
simplified procedure, sick leave for up to three consecutive days from the SNS digital 
services, without a certificate from the hospital or health centre, but only twice a 
year. The mother is entitled to leave for up to three consecutive days for the death 
of an unborn baby that does not qualify as abortion;

5. term contracts: more limitations regarding the prohibition of consecutive hiring when 
the term contract is terminated by the company, before the expiry of a period 
equivalent to one-third of the duration of the contract, including renewals, namely 
prohibition of consecutive hiring, which is applicable when the fixed-term contract is 
terminated by the company, will be extended to the same professional activity (and 
not only to the same professional function, as is currently the case) and to service 
providers for the same activity;

6. agency work: the duration of consecutive temporary work contracts in different users 
– concluded with the same agency or an agency of the same group – may not 
exceed four years and renewals of fixed-term contracts with temporary agencies 
shall be reduced from six to four;

7. service providers: greater protection to individual service providers, prohibition of 
resorting to outsourcing services to occupy positions eliminated in the previous 
12 months by collective or individual redundancy dismissal and increase of the 
penalties applicable to employers that misqualify their employees as contractors;

8. termination: when employment contracts are terminated, employees cannot waive 
labour credits (unless the waiver is issued by the employee within a court settlement) 
and, in the event of termination by expiry of term contracts, the employee will be 
entitled to a compensation of 24 days of base salary for each year of seniority; and

9. exclusivity: employers cannot prevent employees from working for other companies, 
unless the company has objective grounds supporting such limitation (e.g., for 
confidentiality reasons).

Significant cases

i Counting days of justified absences following the death of a family member

In May 2023, the Supreme Court of Justice ruled[2] that the expression 'consecutive 
days' regarding the duration of compassionate leave should be interpreted as referring 
to calendar days and not working days. This ruling contradicts the position of the Working 
Conditions Authority, according to which weekends and holidays do not count towards the 
'consecutive days' count as these are not days of work for the employee, thus no absences 
would be given by the employee. Although the case reviewed by the Supreme Court of 
Justice related to the application of a statute included on a collective bargaining agreement, 
the wording of the LC is the same, which means that the ruling may be applied to other 
industries.

ii Final decision of collective dismissal
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In September 2023, the Supreme Court of Justice ruled[3] that the decision to dismiss an 
employee under a collective consultation who was selected according to the performance 
review should include the performance review of the other employees pooled under a 
comparable situation to allow the dismissed employee to confirm that the selection criteria 
were correctly applied. Although in this case the employer argued that disclosing the 
performance review of the other pooled employees would breach personal data protection, 
the Supreme Court of Justice decided that, on balancing the interests at stake, the 
protection of the dismissed employee should prevail.

Basics of entering into an employment relationship

i Employment relationship

Permanent employment contracts follow the general rule that applies to civil contracts: 
no written document is required and the employment relationship may be proven by any 
means. The following types of contracts, however, must be in writing: fixed-term, part-time, 
home-based and certain contracts for senior management.[4]

Although not mandatory, it is increasingly common for permanent contracts to be in writing, 
as this makes it easier to determine the agreed terms and conditions. Furthermore, the 
employer may take advantage in executing written contracts to comply simultaneously with 
mandatory information obligations and include clauses to facilitate the future management 
of the employment relationship.

Fixed-term contracts are limited to those situations where it is necessary to provide for 
temporary staffing needs or for reasons of state employment policies, such as to promote 
the hiring of certain categories of employees (individuals unemployed for more than 24 
months) and the start-up of new enterprises or companies that have fewer than 250 
employees. These contracts may be renewed up to three times and their overall duration 
(including renewals, if any) is limited to two years.

Parties are entitled to amend or change the contract, unless it is expressly forbidden by 
law.[5]

Contracts for an unfixed term are more commonly used whenever the duration of the 
staffing need is uncertain (e.g., replacing a sick employee) and may not exceed four years.

The minimum duration for a contract of very short length is 35 days. This type of contract 
may be used in any industry, as long as there is an exceptional increase in activity to 
warrant it.

Contracts for temporary work are limited to a maximum of six renewals, except when they 
are executed to replace an employee who is absent because of illness or accident or is on 
parental leave.

ii Probationary periods

Probationary periods in employment contracts are allowed for the following durations:
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1. for term contracts:

• 15 days when the duration is less than six months; and

• 30 days when the duration is six months or more;

2. for permanent contracts:

• 90 days for most employees;

• 180 days for employees performing services of a highly complex technical 
nature, or requiring a high level of responsibility or a high degree of trust, or 
for people looking for their first job or the long-term unemployed (more than 
24 months); and

• 240 days for senior management and other senior staff; and

3. for senior management contracts: 180 days.

The duration of the probationary period set by the law cannot be increased, but it may be 
reduced or eliminated, by either collective or individual agreement, in writing.[6]

The party that unilaterally terminates a contract during a probationary period is under no 
obligation to justify the decision or to pay any compensation. However, if the contract has 
lasted more than 60 days, the employer must comply with the requirement to provide seven 
days' notice; if the contract has lasted more than 120 days, the employer must comply with 
a 30-day notice period.

iii Establishing a presence

Any foreign company without any form of representation in Portugal or any permanent 
establishment (PE) within Portuguese territory aiming to enter into an employment contract 
to be executed in Portugal must be registered with the social security agency. For this 
purpose, it is necessary to have a Portuguese value-added tax number, which must be 
requested from the National Registry of Companies by means of the submission of a signed 
form accompanied by a certificate of legal standing and a statement confirming the reasons 
for the request. It is also necessary to have a designated representative for social security 
purposes, which can be one of the employees hired by the company.

For specific time-limited projects, a foreign company may also hire employees through a 
temporary agency or another third party without having to register in the Portuguese social 
security system.

The lack of the incorporation of a PE prevents the foreign company from withholding 
personal income tax. Therefore, employees hired by companies without a PE are subject 
to social security deductions only, and not any withholdings.

Restrictive covenants

There is a general prohibition on any clauses intended to limit a person's freedom to work, 
with the exception of the non-compete clause.
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As a rule, post-contractual non-compete covenants are not enforceable in Portugal. 
However, according to the LC, these covenants are enforceable provided all the following 
requirements are met:

1. the non-compete period is capped at two years after the termination of the 
employment agreement, or three years if the nature of the activity implies a 
special relationship of trust, or if the employee has access to particularly sensitive 
information relating to competition;

2. the covenant is executed in writing (either in the employment contract or in the 
termination agreement);

3. the activity that is being limited may in fact cause damage to the former employer; 
and

4. the former employee is paid compensation for agreeing to the non-compete 
covenant, which means that gardening leave (whereby the employee is not paid 
any amount) cannot be enforced throughout the non-compete period.

In terms of geography, there are no mandatory limitations, although restrictions may result 
either from the business requirements of the employer or from the scope of limitations 
agreed in the non-compete covenant.

There are no specific provisions to regulate the amount of compensation to be paid under 
non-compete covenants. In any case, the compensation must be fair and adequate in view 
of the restrictions to be complied with by the former employee. The compensation must 
be assessed case by case and may be lower than the employee's last monthly salary. 
Recent case law has held that non-compete covenants are enforceable provided that the 
compensation is agreed beforehand or, at the very least, both parties have agreed on the 
formula to be used to calculate the compensation. The compensation may be reduced if 
the employer incurred significant expense in respect of the employee's vocational training.

Wages

i Working time

The legal limit is a maximum of eight working hours a day up to a maximum of 40 hours 
per week. A collective bargaining agreement (CBA) may, nonetheless, set a higher daily 
or weekly limit as long as the employee does not work, on average, more than 40 hours 
per week over a certain reference period (four months, as a rule). Special flexible working 
schemes may also be established in certain circumstances and may allow an extension 
of the normal working times up to 12 hours a day and 60 hours a week. This is the case 
for the adaptability regime (in which the normal working period is stated as an average), 
the group bank of hours regime (in which the flexible working time arrangement has to be 
agreed by 65 per cent of the relevant employees) and the concentrated working period 
regime (in which the working period is concentrated into three or four days per week).

The aggregate working time cannot exceed an average of 48 hours (including overtime) 
per week, and a daily rest period of at least 11 consecutive hours between two consecutive 
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working days must be guaranteed. By means of an agreement, the employee may opt out 
of working time limits and choose to receive an extra salary instead. If the employee is in 
a management role, they have the option of waiving the right to receive extra salary.

The working day must include a rest period of at least one hour to avoid employees working 
for more than five consecutive hours, but it cannot exceed two hours.

As a rule, employees take two days off per week, although only one is mandatory according 
to the LC. The law also sets forth mandatory public holidays.

The LC defines night work as work performed between 10pm and 7am (although a CBA 
may amend these times), in consideration of which the employee is paid their normal salary 
plus 25 per cent. There are no specific limits for the number of night work hours as the 
general limits apply.

ii Overtime

All work outside normal working hours qualifies as overtime and may be performed only 
when there are specific reasons (such as when the employer has to cope with a temporary 
increase of work, in cases of force majeure or when it is essential to prevent or repair 
serious damage to the company or its viability) and within a certain limit, which is principally 
a maximum of 150 or 175 hours per year, depending on the company's size, and two hours 
per working day. A CBA may extend the annual limit to 200 hours per year.

The minimum additional salary due for overtime is, on a normal working day, 25 per cent 
for the first hour and 37.5 per cent for any subsequent hours, and 50 per cent on public 
holidays and weekly rest days, for overtime below the 100-hours threshold. For overtime 
work exceeding 100 hours per year, the minimum additional salary is, on a normal working 
day, 50 per cent for the first hour and 75 per cent for any subsequent hours, and 100 per 
cent on public holidays and weekly rest days. For overtime worked on a mandatory rest day, 
the employee is also entitled to a paid full-day off. The mandatory rest day is established 
by the employer and is usually Sunday.

Employees who opt out from the working time limits are not entitled to overtime payments, 
except for work on weekly rest days and public holidays.

Foreign workers

A foreign employee authorised to work in Portugal is granted the same rights and is subject 
to the same obligations as any Portuguese employee; however, their contract must be in 
writing and incorporate copies of the documents that confirm compliance with the legal 
obligations of the foreign employee in terms of entering and residing in Portugal.

There are neither limits regarding the number of foreign workers a company may hire nor 
time limits for the duration of the respective employment contracts, and companies do not 
have to support any additional taxes or local benefits in relation to them.

Companies are under no obligation to keep a separate register of foreign workers. 
Nevertheless, these workers are identified separately in the company's annual social 
report, and companies must ensure that they are duly authorised to work in Portugal. In 
this regard, Law No. 23/2007 of 4 July 2007 requires foreign workers to apply for a visa. 
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This requirement will not be necessary if the worker is an EU national or a citizen of a 
country with which the European Union has signed an agreement on the free movement 
of people.

The types of visas that allow an individual to work in Portugal are as follows:

1. a temporary stay visa,  which allows entry for  accomplishing a professional 
assignment either dependently or independently, and whose duration does not 
exceed, as a rule, one year; and

2. a residence visa, which allows entry in order to apply for a residence permit. A 
residence visa is valid for two entries and enables its holder to remain for four 
months.

Global policies

Employers may implement internal regulations covering rules on organisation and 
discipline at work. These rules can include the conditions and terms of the fringe benefits 
granted to employees, as well as specific policies; for example, those regarding use of the 
company's assets, internet access, email system and mobile phones, and remote working, 
and policies regarding discrimination, sexual harassment and corruption.

Internal regulations will not enter into force unless employees are notified via postings 
at the employer's headquarters and work locations, and the labour authority is notified. 
They represent the employer's exercise of its particular powers and, while they are not 
incorporated into employment contracts, employees must comply with them. If the internal 
regulations include some of the terms and contractual conditions the employer wishes to 
offer its employees, it will be necessary to obtain employees' consent to those conditions. 
The employees must adhere to those clauses unless they object in writing within 21 days 
of the date their contract starts, or when they are notified of the regulations, if this occurs 
later.

Parental leave

Maternity and paternity are eminent social values; therefore, employees have the right to 
receive the protection that they are due from their employer and the state in respect of 
exercising parenthood.

Parental leave comprises the following arrangements:

1. initial parental leave;

2. initial parental leave exclusive to the mother;

3. initial parental leave required to be taken by the father because of the mother's 
incapacity; and

4. parental leave exclusive to the father.
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Working mothers and fathers are entitled, by virtue of the birth of a child, to an initial period 
of parental leave of 120 or 150 consecutive days, which they may share after the birth.[7] 
After the 120 days, both parents can choose to take the remaining period of leave under a 
part-time work arrangement.

An expectant mother can take up to 30 days of leave before the birth, and it is mandatory 
for a mother to take 42 days of leave after her child's birth.

It is mandatory for a father to take leave for 28 days, consecutively or at intervals, within the 
42 days following the birth, seven of which are to be taken consecutively and immediately 
after the child's birth.

If childbirth occurs at up to 33 weeks' gestation, initial paternity leave is increased to 30 
days, and if the mother requires hospitalisation, paternity leave is extended to cover the 
whole period of hospitalisation.

Initial paternity leave is also increased to 30 days if the child is hospitalised immediately 
after the recommended post-partum hospitalisation period.

Parents of children with a disability, chronic illness or oncological disease benefit from 
childcare leave, which may be extended to apply for up to six years, subject to the 
necessary medical certificates.

The LC also sets forth several forms of parental leave of absence: assessment for adoption, 
appointments in respect of medically assisted procreation, prenatal appointments, and 
urgent and indispensable assistance in the event of illness or accident of a child under 12 
years old or, regardless of the age, to a child with a disability, chronic illness or oncological 
disease, up to 30 days a year.

Employees who are pregnant, have recently given birth or are breastfeeding have the right 
to be excused from working overtime or other flexible working time arrangements.

Furthermore, working parents with children under 12 years old or, irrespective of their age, 
children who are disabled, chronically ill or have an oncological disease have the right to a 
flexible work schedule. Provided that the functions of working parents with children under 
three years old or, irrespective of their age, children who are disabled, chronically ill or have 
an oncological disease, allow it, they also have the right to work from home.

Finally, all kinds of discrimination (such as wage discrimination and career progression) 
towards employees exercising their maternity and paternity rights are forbidden.

Translation

Portugal does not have any legislation regulating the language that must be adopted for 
contracts and other related documents. The only requirement is that the language used 
shall be one that both parties understand. However, it is advisable for employers to make 
employees sign employment documents, including contracts, drawn up in both Portuguese 
and their native language, to avoid claims by employees based on a misunderstanding of 
the contents of employment documents.

Although there are no limitations in these situations, if any document not written in 
Portuguese has to be presented in court, a translation of its contents must also be 
presented. In addition, all documents that have to be presented to the Portuguese 
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authorities (in particular, to the ACT) must be written in Portuguese or accompanied by 
a translation into Portuguese.

Employee representation

The right to form a works council in any company, regardless of its size, is guaranteed by 
the Constitution. The initiative to do so lies wholly with the employees, which means that 
employers are under no obligation to implement this form of representation.

The role of a works council is advisory, for the purpose of safeguarding employees' 
interests. Consequently, works councils are entitled to be informed and consulted on 
several matters regarding a company's overall organisation, activities and budget, working 
conditions and changes to share capital, as well as to control the company's management 
and participate in any restructuring process.

The employer must allow the works council to meet on its premises, either outside or during 
working hours (in the latter instance, for up to 15 hours annually), provided the employee 
representatives give 48 hours' notice.

Works council members may be appointed for a maximum of four years and are elected 
from lists presented by the employees, by secret and direct vote, according to the principle 
of proportional representation.

The number of members of the works council depends on the company's size:

1. up to 50 employees: two members;

2. between 51 and 200 employees: three members;

3. between 201 and 500 employees: between three and five members;

4. between 501 and 1,000 employees: between five and seven members; and

5. more than 1,000 employees: between seven and 11 members.

Employees are also entitled to be members of a union and to exercise their rights within 
the company. Unions have an important role, which includes the negotiation and execution 
of CBAs, the provision of economic and social services to their affiliates and participation 
in the labour legislation creation process.

Union representatives may be elected for a maximum of four years. They have the right 
to hold meetings at the company, to present information directly to the employees on 
the company's premises and to request information regarding specific legally established 
situations.

All employee representatives have special protection in matters such as change of 
workplace, disciplinary proceedings and dismissals. Another important privilege for 
employee representatives is the right to time off or 'hours credit', which is the right to 
interrupt the performance of their work for periods of varying duration, notwithstanding any 
other right or entitlement, including the right to receive the remuneration corresponding to 
the time off.
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Data protection

hello 

Discontinuing employment

i Dismissal

Although employment relationships in Portugal are still characterised by an almost 
permanent bond between the employer and the employee, the employer may, under certain 
circumstances, terminate the contract with just cause. The concept of just cause includes 
not only disciplinary dismissal but also other forms of dismissal, provided that they are 
justified according to the law. Currently, the LC regulates the following:

1. dismissal based on unlawful conduct of the employee;

2. redundancies or dismissals resulting from the elimination of jobs; and

3. dismissal for failure to adapt.

Regarding dismissal based on unlawful conduct by the employee, the concept of just 
cause is of significant importance as it implies the impossibility, in practice, of continuing 
the employment relationship owing to the seriousness of the employee's misconduct. 
When dismissed with disciplinary cause, the employee is not entitled to any notice or 
compensation; however, they will be entitled to standard credits that are payable upon 
termination, regardless of the reason (e.g., prorated 13th and 14th monthly payments and 
unused annual leave).

Any kind of dismissal requires the previous implementation of a consultation proceeding; 
these proceedings are extensively regulated by law. The works council should be involved 
in the procedure and has the right to give a written opinion, but this will not prevent 
the dismissal. As a rule, no form of dismissal requires authorisation from government 
authorities. If, however, it concerns a pregnant or breastfeeding employee, or an employee 
on parental leave, the CITE must be consulted and has the right to provide a binding 
opinion.

The employee has the right to challenge the dismissal in court within 60 days of the 
dismissal, or six months in the case of collective dismissals. If the court rules the dismissal 
to be unlawful, the employee is entitled to receive compensation for salary and benefits lost 
while the lawsuit was pending. Additionally, the employee is entitled to be reinstated with 
all their former rights and guarantees or, instead, may choose to receive compensation 
to be set by the court depending on the specifics of the case (between 15 days' and 45 
days' basic pay and seniority allowances for each year of service, with a minimum limit 
of three months' pay). The reinstatement can be avoided if the company has fewer than 
10 employees or if the dismissed employee is a senior manager. In this case, provided the 
court agrees that the return of the employee would be disruptive to the company's business, 
the compensation shall be set by the court, according to the specifics of the case (between 
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30 days' and 60 days' basic pay and seniority allowances for each year of service, with a 
minimum limit of six months' pay).

Settlement agreements for termination of the employment contract are quite common and 
must be executed in writing. Termination agreements for which the employee's signature 
has not been duly notarised may be revoked by the employee by means of a written 
communication sent to the employer up to seven days after the execution of the agreement.

ii Redundancies

Termination of an employment contract by an employer for business reasons can be in 
the form of collective dismissal or individual redundancy. A dismissal will be considered 
collective whenever the employer terminates, either simultaneously or over three months, 
the employment contracts of at  least two employees (in companies with up to 49 
employees) or five employees (in companies with 50 or more employees). If the number of 
employees to be dismissed falls below these thresholds, it will be considered an individual 
redundancy.

In both cases, the dismissal must be justified by business-related reasons, namely closing 
down one or more departments of the company or by the elimination of jobs or work 
positions owing to economic, market, technological or structural reasons.

When collective dismissals are mandatory, the employer must first enter into consultations 
with the employees' representatives and the Ministry of Labour with a view to reaching 
an agreement in relation to matters such as the possibility of avoiding redundancies or 
reducing the number of employees to be made redundant.

Similarly, individual redundancy requires the previous implementation of a consultation 
proceeding involving the employee to be dismissed and the employee's representatives (if 
any). The ACT will participate in the proceeding if the employee so requires.

In both situations, the dismissal shall require authorisation from the CITE if it involves a 
pregnant or breastfeeding employee or an employee on parental leave.

An important factor for the evaluation of whether the dismissals are considered justified 
is the criteria used to select the employees to be made redundant. Within a collective 
dismissal, the employer is free to set the criteria provided they are non-discriminatory and 
relevant to the needs of the business. Conversely, with an individual redundancy, the criteria 
are preset by the law whenever there are two or more employees in a comparable situation 
in terms of job scope within the same team or department. These criteria are as follows:

1. worst performance review;

2. worst academic or professional qualifications;

3. higher salary;

4. shorter length of service in the current post; and

5. shorter length of service with the company.

Again, in both cases, the employee is entitled to a notice period of between 15 days and 
75 days, depending on their seniority.
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Employees  dismissed  within  redundancy  proceedings  are  entitled  to  statutory 
compensation. Compensation for dismissal varies between 12 days' and 30 days' salary, 
depending on the employee's start date and seniority.

The parties also have the option of executing a termination agreement at any time, 
which eliminates the need to justify the dismissal. Only if the agreement is an alternative 
to redundancy is it necessary to notify the social security system of the reasons for 
termination for the purposes of unemployment benefit. Regarding the formal requirements, 
the agreement must be in writing, and two copies must be made and signed by both parties. 
It must also include the date on which it is signed and the date the agreement will go into 
effect. The agreement can be revoked by the same terms as mentioned above.

Transfer of business

Regarding the transfer of business, the LC transposed the EU Acquired Rights Directive.-
[10]

A transfer of business is not a cause for dismissal. Any dismissal based solely on the 
employer's transfer of business would be deemed unlawful. The underlying principle is 
that the employment agreements are transferred by way of law to the transferor under 
the same terms and conditions. In these cases, employment contracts will be transferred 
automatically to the transferee with the exact terms and conditions in force at the moment 
the transfer occurs.

The transferor and transferee are jointly and severally liable for the payment of any 
credits due to the employees until the date of the transfer. The liability of the transferor is 
maintained for two years following the transfer. The transferee may not limit its responsibility. 
The transferee also assumes liability for payment of contributions and interest to the 
social security system at the time of completion of the transfer and is responsible for the 
payment of any fines to the labour authorities for non-compliance with the labour rules. The 
transferee is obliged to observe a CBA that has been in force for a minimum of 12 months, 
unless a new CBA is applicable to the transferee's employment relationships.

Prior to the transfer, the transferor and the transferee must inform the employees' 
representatives or, should there not be any, the employees themselves of the transfer. This 
information must be made by means of a written document, including the date of, and 
reasons for, the transfer, its legal, economic and social consequences, and the measures 
regarding the employees that shall be adopted as a result of the transfer.

An extensive amendment to the Portuguese transfer regulations was enacted in mid 2018, 
of which the main points are as follows:

1. the employee may object, in writing, to the transfer whenever it may be seriously 
detrimental to their labour status;

2. under the same circumstances, the employee may resign with cause and claim 
compensation from the transferor; and

3. the relevant contract must be shared with the transferring employees and their 
representatives.
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Outlook and conclusions

Given that an extensive overhaul of the labour legislation came to force mid-2023, no 
significant changes are expected in 2024. Nevertheless, the results of a four-day working 
week broad-scoped pilot were disclosed by the end of 2023 and, given the positive 
results, the expectation is that new legislation to facilitate implementing this scheme will 
be approved.

In addition, the constitutionality of some of the changes implemented is already being 
challenged, such as the prohibition to outsource services for positions occupied by an 
employee whose contract was terminated in the previous 12 months by collective or 
individual redundancy dismissal, under the argument that it breaches the freedom of 
economic initiative, disproportionately restricting such a right.
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4 Failure to comply with the obligation to enter into a written contract, whenever it is 
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permanent contract.   � Back to section

5 For instance, as a rule, an employer is not allowed to reduce an employee's salary 
unilaterally or to demote an employee, even with their consent.   � Back to section

6 Except in the case of senior management contracts, when the probationary period 
must be expressly stipulated by the parties.   � Back to section

7 In the case of the adoption of a child under 15 years of age, the candidate has the right 
to the same amount of parental leave.   � Back to section

8 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 
2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal 
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